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PURPOSE: To obtain a gravure printing plate capable of printing one 
figure of solid coating so that the outer peripheral edge thereof 
accurately coincides with an objective contour. 
CONSTITUTION: A framelike recessed part lb whose outer 
peripheral edge is linearized so as to coincide with the outer 
peripheral edge of an internal electrode formed by printing and many 
recessed parts 1 c arranged to the region surrounded by the frame 
like recessed part lb are provided and many recessed parts 1c are 
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Id extend to the framelike recessed part lb and formed so that the 
leading ends of the extension parts 1 e do not reach the outer 
peripheral edge of the framelike recessed part lb and conductive 
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recessed parts 1 c and transferred to an object to be printed to 
print an internal electrode. 
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(57)Abstract: 

PURPOSE: To obtain a gravure printing 

plate capable of printing one figure of solid 

coating so that the outer peripheral edge 

thereof accurately coincides with an 

objective contour. 

CONSTITUTION: A framelike recessed part 

1b whose outer peripheral edge is linearized 

so as to coincide with the outer peripheral 

edge of an internal electrode formed by 

printing and many recessed parts 1c 

arranged to the region surrounded by the 

frame like recessed part lb are provided and 

many recessed parts 1c are partitioned by ridges Id having the same height as a 

surface la. Extension parts 1e are provided to the ridges 1d so that the ridges Id 

extend to the framelike recessed part lb and formed so that the leading ends of 

the extension parts 1e do not reach the outer peripheral edge of the framelike 

recessed part lb and conductive paste is charged in the frame like recessed part 

lb and the recessed parts 1c and transferred to an object to be printed to print an 

internal electrode. 
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damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not 

reflect the original precisely. 

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 

[Claim 1] When alignment arrangement of many crevices where a printing 

ingredient is thrown in is carried out through the crest of the same height as a 

front face in between and the printing ingredient thrown into the crevice of these 

large number is imprinted by printed matter-ed In the version for gravures 

constituted so that one graphic form of poor coating may be printed The frame- 

like crevice which has the periphery edge of a configuration along the periphery 

edge of said graphic form which should be printed is formed, and the crevice of 

said large number is arranged to the field surrounded by said frame-like crevice. 

3374439 

29.11.2002 



In said frame-like crevice The version for gravures which is extended so that the 

crest which has separated the crevice of said large number may not reach the 

periphery edge of this frame-like crevice, and is characterized by being 

constituted so that one graphic form may be printed, when the printing ingredient 

thrown into said frame-like crevice and many crevices is imprinted by printed 

matter-ed. 

[Translation done.] 

* NOTICES * 

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any 

damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not 

reflect the original precisely. 

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[0001] 

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the version for gravures equipped 

with the structure constituted so that one graphic form of poor coating might be 

printed by imprinting the ink especially introduced into many crevices about the 

version used for gravure. 

[0002] 

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, gravure is common knowledge as a 

kind of the printing approach. The approach of printing the conductive paste for 

constituting an electrode on a ceramic green sheet using gravure is indicated by 



JP,3-108307A 

[0003] By the approach currently indicated by the above-mentioned advanced 

technology, the gravure roll 11 of the shape of a cylinder shown in drawing 3 is 

used. The periphery edge of the gravure roll 11 constitutes the version for 

gravures, and alignment formation of two or more crevice 11a is carried out in the 

cross direction and the circumference direction of a cylinder object. On the 

occasion of printing of conductive paste, the conductive paste with which it filled 

up in crevice 11a is imprinted by the one side principal plane of a ceramic green 

sheet. Consequently, as shown to drawing 4 in a top view, conductive paste 13 is 

printed by the field of the rectangle according to the configuration of each crevice 

1 la on the top face of the ceramic green sheet 12. By the way, since the above- 

mentioned crevice 11a is for poor-applying conductive paste so that it may have 

a certain area, if it constitutes the whole surface product of crevice 11a from a 

single crevice, it cannot imprint conductive paste correctly. Then, it is formed in 

the form where many crevices were gathered, in fact. 

[0004] Drawing 5 is a top view for explaining an example of the detail of the 

above-mentioned crevice 11a. With the version for gravures shown in drawing 5 , 

crevice 14a of many rectangles separates crest 14b, and is arranged. Crevice 

14a of these large number is arranged in the shape of a matrix so that it may be 

separated from the side of crevice 14a where each side adjoins by crest 14b. 

And it has been arranged in the shape of a matrix, and much crevice 14a has 

aligned so that it may constitute, the configuration, i.e., the rectangle, by which 

conductive paste is printed as a whole. Crest 14b is constituted so that it may be 

located on the same flat surface as the periphery edge of the cylindrical gravure 

roll 11 shown in the same height location as the front face of the version for 

gravures, i.e., drawing 5 . 

[0005] On the other hand, with the version for gravures shown in drawing 6 , 

crevice 15a of two or more squares is leaned 45 degrees, and is arranged, and 

between crevice 15a is separated by crest 15b like the case of the version for 

gravures shown in drawing 5 . Also in this example, the printing field of a 



rectangular configuration is constituted as a whole by carrying out alignment 

arrangement like illustration of two or more crevice 15a. But in order to straight- 

line-ize the periphery edge of a rectangular printing field, in the part along a 

periphery edge, crevice-15c which has a triangular flat-surface configuration has 

aligned. 

[0006] 

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, although conductive paste 

is printed by the printing field of a rectangular configuration as a whole by 

gathering two or more crevices 14a, 15a, and 15c with each version for gravures 

shown in drawing 5 and drawing 6 R> 6, it is formed so that Crests 14b and 15b 

may reach the periphery edge of this printing field. Consequently, since it was not 

that by which printing ink is continuously printed on a ceramic green sheet along 

the periphery edge of a rectangular printing field, when the version for gravures 

of drawing 5 was used, as shown in drawing 7 , irregularity occurred in periphery 

marginal 16a of the electrode 16 which consists of printed conductive paste, and 

a periphery edge was not able to form the electrode straight-line-ized correctly. 

[0007] When similarly the version for gravures shown in drawing 6 was used, as 

shown in drawing 8 , irregularity was formed in periphery marginal 17a of the 

electrode 17 which consists of printed conductive paste, and a periphery edge 

was not able to form the electrode of the straight-line-ized rectangle. 

[0008] Although capacity is proportional to the area of an internal electrode in a 

multilayer capacitor, in order to obtain the small multilayer capacitor of dispersion 

in capacity, Mandatory of reducing dispersion in the printing area of an internal 

electrode is indispensable. However, since irregularity was formed in the 

periphery edge of an internal electrode as mentioned above when gravure is 

used, dispersion in an electrode surface product could not be reduced, therefore 

a multilayer capacitor with little capacity dispersion was not able to be obtained. 

[0009] Moreover, although the above-mentioned explanation explained how to 

give conductive paste with gravure to a ceramic green sheet, and form an 

internal electrode In other applications using gravure, since in printing the graphic 



form of poor coating the version with which many crevices where it fills up with a 

printing ingredient gathered was used as too shown in drawing 5 and drawing 6 , 

the irregularity which is hot a request had occurred on the periphery edge of this 

graphic form similarly. 

[0010] Even if the purpose of this invention is the case where the graphic form of 

poor coating of a comparatively big area is printed, it is to offer the version for 

gravures which makes it possible to print so that a periphery edge may certainly 

have a desired profile. 

[0011] 

[Means for Solving the Problem] Alignment arrangement of this invention is 

carried out through the crest of the height as the front face of a version with many 

crevices same in between where a printing ingredient is thrown in. In the version 

for gravures constituted so that one graphic form may be printed, when the 

printing ingredient thrown into the crevice of these large number is imprinted by 

printed matter-ed The frame-like crevice which has the periphery edge of a 

configuration along the periphery edge of said graphic form which should be 

printed is formed, and the crevice of said large number is arranged to the field 

surrounded by said frame-like crevice. In said frame-like crevice It extends so 

that the crest which has separated the crevice of said large number may not 

reach the periphery edge of this frame-like crevice, and when the printing 

ingredient thrown into said frame-like crevice and many crevices is imprinted by 

printed matter-ed, it is the version for gravures constituted so that one graphic 

form may be printed. 

[0012] 

[Function] With the version for gravures of this invention, the frame-like crevice 

which has a periphery edge according to the periphery edge of the graphic form 

which should be printed is formed. Therefore, when the printing ingredient 

introduced into this frame-like crevice is imprinted by printed matter-ed, the 

graphic form with which the periphery edge was made into a desired straight line 

or a desired curve is printed certainly. 



[0013] Moreover, since many crevices separate a crest and are arranged, when 

the printing ingredient thrown in in the frame-like crevice in the crevice of these 

large number is imprinted by printed matter-ed, the graphic form of poor coating 

is certainly printed by the field surrounded by the frame-like crevice. 

[0014] And since it extends in the frame-like crevice so that the crest which has 

separated many crevices may not reach the periphery edge of a frame-like 

crevice, it is hard to generate the pinhole (field where the shape of a pinhole is 

not printed) in the part between a frame-like crevice and many inside crevices. 

[0015] 

[Example] Hereafter, this invention is clarified by explaining the example of this 

invention. Drawing 1 (a) and (b) are the top views and important section 

expansion top views of the version for gravures concerning one example of this 

invention. 

[0016] The version 1 for gravures of this example is formed in the periphery edge 

of the gravure roll 11 shown in drawing 3 , and it is used in order to print the 

conductive paste for internal electrodes to the ceramic green sheet for obtaining 

a multilayer capacitor. 

[0017] The version 1 for gravures is formed in a part of surface la of a version. In 

drawing 1 , although surface la of a version is illustrated in the shape of [ of thin 

width efface ] a rectangle frame, this surface la is a part which stands in a row 

in the peripheral face of the gravure roll 11 shown in drawing 3 . 

[0018] Conductive paste is filled up with a version 1 in the field of the rectangle 

surrounded by surface la, and when this conductive paste is imprinted by the 

principal plane of a ceramic green sheet, a rectangular internal electrode is 

printed. 

[0019] In the part surrounded by surface la, frame-like crevice lb of the 

rectangle as which the configuration of a periphery edge was determined is 

formed so that the periphery edge of a rectangular internal electrode may be met. 

Crevice 1c of many rectangles is formed in the field surrounded by this rectangle 

frame-like crevice lb. Crevice 1c is arranged in the shape of a matrix so that 



crevice 1c and 1d of crests which four sides of each crevice 1c adjoin may be 

separated and it may touch. Conductive paste is filled up with the version 1 for 

gravures of this example in this frame-like crevice 1b and crevice 1c rectangular 

[ many ]. 

[0020] The Id of the above-mentioned crests is formed in the same height as 

surface 1a of a version 1. Therefore, since it is filled up with conductive paste in 

frame-like crevice lb and crevice 1c, after making conductive paste adhere to the 

front face of a version 1 and writing unnecessary conductive paste after an 

appropriate time, on Id of crests, it does not adhere to conductive paste. 

[0021] By the way, they Id of crests not only has separated crevice 1c of above- 

mentioned a large number, but are extended in frame-like crevice lb. Extension 

1e which has resulted in [ of 1d of this crest ] frame-like crevice 1c is formed in 

the periphery edge 15 of frame-like crevice lb so that it may not result. That is, 

since extension of Id of crests 1e has not reached the periphery edge 15 of 

frame-like crevice lb, since the periphery edge 15 of frame-like crevice lb is not 

divided by extension 1e, it is filled up with the version 1 for gravures of this 

example in frame-like crevice 1 b so that conductive paste can constitute four 

sides of a square exactly. Therefore, since conductive paste is made to adhere to 

the version 1 for gravures of this example, unnecessary conductive paste is 

written, and the periphery edge of frame-like crevice lb is maintaining the 

straight-line configuration when [ of a ceramic green sheet ] it imprints to a 

principal plane on the other hand, the internal electrode of the rectangle which 

has a straight-line-like profile can be printed. 

[0022] In addition, it is because frame-like crevice lb has a comparatively big 

area if extension 1e is not extended in frame-like crevice lb at a certain spacing, 

so that extension of Id of crests 1e is extended in frame-like crevice lb can 

make conductive paste able to adhere in frame-like crevice lb certainly and it 

cannot make it hold. 

[0023] But when the minimum width efface a of the slot along the distance, i.e., 

the periphery edge, between the tip of extension 1e and If of periphery edges of 



frame-like crevice 1b is too large, effectiveness which prepared extension 1e is 

****(ed). That is, poor coating printing of the part along the periphery edge of the 

target graphic form can be certainly carried out by forming extension 1e and 

arranging extension 1e by a certain consistency like illustration so that it may 

become smaller than a value with the distance a between 1f of periphery edges 

of extension 1e and frame-like crevice 1b. 

[0024] But since the formation consistency of the above-mentioned extension 1 e, 

and the distance a between 1f of periphery edges of frame-like crevice 1b and 

extension 1e changes with classes of printing ingredients, such as magnitude of 

a printing graphic form, and conductive paste, made into the purpose, it cannot 

be defined uniquely. 

[0025] The following experiment was conducted in order to confirm the 

effectiveness of the above-mentioned extension 1e. As a version 1 for gravures, 

the dimension a shown in drawing 1 - G are A= 3.812mm, B= 0.980mm, C= 

0.032mm, D= 0.103mm, E= 0.032mm, F= 0.035mm, and G= 0.100, and formed 

six kinds of versions for gravures with which the dimension a of drawing 1 (b) 

was set to C1-C6 which are shown in the following table 1, respectively. In 

addition, the depth of frame-like crevice lb and crevice 1c was set to 50 
i 

micrometers. 

[0026] 

[Table 1] 
i'm^'iS : a-+?£S (mm)- 

C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C5 C 6 

0.  0 1 0.0 2 0.  0 3 0.  0 4 0.  0 5 0.  0 6 

[0027] After filling up six kinds of versions 1 for gravures produced as mentioned 

above with the conductive paste which uses Ag as a principal component and 

writing unnecessary conductive paste, it printed on the front face of a ceramic 

green sheet, and the configuration was evaluated. 

[0028] A result is shown in drawing 2 (a) - (f). Drawing 2 (a) - (f) shows each 

printing graphic form in case the dimension of the distance a shown in Table 1 is 



0.01-0.06mm, respectively. In this example, much field 3a by which the shape of 

a pinhole is not printed for distance a by the internal electrode 3 when larger 

( drawing 2 (d) - (f)) than 0.04mm was formed. Moreover, when distance a was 

0.02mm and 0.03mm ( drawing 2 (b), (c)), the printing blur had arisen in the 

internal electrode 3. On the other hand, when distance a was 0.01mm, the field 

where neither a printing blur nor the shape of an above pinhole are printed was 

not formed at all. And it turns out that all the periphery edges of an internal 

electrode 3 serve as a beautiful straight line, therefore a rectangular internal 

electrode can be printed with high precision with gravure. 

[0029] Although the example shown in drawing 1 showed the version of a 

configuration with which rectangular crevice 1c aligned in the lengthwise direction 

and the longitudinal direction Also in the version for gravures with which the 

rectangular crevice was leaned and aligned as this invention was shown in 

drawing 6 A periphery edge can print similarly the graphic form straight-line-ized 

certainly by arranging a rectangular frame-like crevice around similarly, and 

forming the extension of a crest so that it may extend in this frame-like crevice. 

[0030] Although the example mentioned above explained to the version for 

gravures used for printing the conductive paste of a ceramic green sheet which 

serves as an internal electrode on the other hand at a principal plane, it points 

out that printing the graphic form of poor coating with high precision not only by 

the manufacture approach of ceramic electronic parts, such as a multilayer 

capacitor, but by gravure can use this invention for the general application 

demanded. 

[0031] 

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, it is printed with the printing 

ingredient with which one graphic form of poor coating was thrown into the 

frame-like crevice arranged around many crevices and the crevice of these large 

number, and since it considers as the form where a periphery edge meets the 

periphery edge of the target graphic form, this frame-like crevice can print the 

poor coating graphic form which has a profile as a request for the shape of the 



shape of a straight line, or a curve etc. And in a frame-like crevice, since it 

extends so that the crest which has separated many crevices may not reach a 

periphery edge, the blur of a printing part and generating of a pinhole by the 

imprint of the printing ingredient thrown into the frame-like crevice can also be 

certainly prevented by choosing the die length of the extension of this crest. 

[0032] Therefore, if the version for gravures of this invention is used for printing 

of the internal electrode of a multilayer capacitor, for example, a ceramic 

condenser with a stable property with little capacity dispersion can be obtained. 
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 

[Drawing 1] (a) And (b) is the top view and important section expansion top view 

showing the version for;gravures of one example of this invention, respectively. 

[Drawing 2] (a) - (f) is each top view for explaining the configuration of the printed 

internal electrode in the example of this invention. 

[Drawing 3] The perspective view showing a gravure roll. 

[Drawing 4] The top view for explaining the internal electrode formed by gravure. 

[Drawing 5] The top view showing an example of the conventional version for 



gravures. 

[Drawing 6] The top view showing other examples of the conventional version for 

gravures. 

[Drawing 7] The top view showing the configuration of the internal electrode 

printed using the version for gravures shown in drawing 5 . 

[Drawing 8] The top view showing the configuration of the internal electrode 

printed using the version for gravures shown in drawing 6 . 

[Description of Notations] 

1 - Version for gravures 

1a - Front face 

1b - Frame-like crevice 

1c- Crevice 

Id - Crest 

1e - Extension of a crest 
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